
Brazil and Uruguay today in
Qatar-2022

Havana, December 2 (RHC) - The World Cup in Qatar continues this Friday with four matches, two of
them involving Latin American teams.

In Group H, Uruguay and Ghana will clash, while in Group F, Brazil will face Cameroon.



The Uruguayans are at the bottom of their group and are on the verge of elimination, in a group led by
Portugal (6), followed by Ghana (3), and tied with one unit are the Charrúas and South Korea.

But the Uruguayans have survival in their genes and are confident of winning today - they have never lost
to an African team in World Cups - and hope that Portugal beats South Korea.

In F, Brazil will face Cameroon in a match in which both teams have different objectives.

Brazil is already qualified with 6 points, while Cameroon has only one unit. With a draw, the Brazilians
guarantee first place in the group.

In addition, the "Green Tide" not only has a pair of victories, but has not even conceded a single goal,
which has undoubtedly increased the fans' hopes of winning the FIFA trophy for the sixth time in its
history.

With qualifiers, DT Tite will be able to make changes to his starting eleven and give more time for injured
players to recover, such as Neymar, who is suffering from a sprained ankle.

The line-up is completed with the Portugal-South Korea clashes, in Group H, and Serbia-Switzerland, in
Group G.

On Thursday, in a thrilling day, Japan beat Spain 2-1 and dismissed Germany, despite a 4-2 win over
Costa Rica.

Japan advanced as group winners and will face Morocco in the round of 16.

Spain will advance to the next round as runner-up and will have to face world runner-up Croatia.

In the other matches of the day, Morocco beat Canada 2-1, while Belgium and Croatia played to a
scoreless draw, a result that left the Belgians out of the competition.
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